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Abstract: This article discusses the discourse of Lombok tourism in Paox Iben's novel Medulla Sinculasis. This article implements Stuart Hall's representation theory, which combines semiotic theory with discourse theory. Therefore, for the methodological implication, this article employs semiotic and discursive methods. The novel "Medulla Sinculasis" was used as semiotic data; meanwhile, Lombok's discourse was considered the discursive data. The semiotic data were used to elucidate Lombok's meaning; meanwhile, the discursive method was used to discover the source of meaning. The findings showed that Lombok in the novel "Medulla Sinculasis" was interpreted as a tourist object. Lombok is constructed as a tourist object. In Lombok, discourse on tourism was initiated by Tuan Guru Bajang, a religious scholar, after he was elected the governor of West Nusa Tenggara, Indonesia, in 2008. Within this context, the novel Medulla Sinculasis is discussed. Lombok as the tourist object is described by Netherlanders, Europe. In this story, Nuruda is driven to visit Lombok after seeing a painting titled Medulla Sinculasis being auctioned at the Van Gogh Museum in the Netherlands. After returning to Indonesia from Europe, Nuruda decides to travel directly to Lombok and meet Husin Nanang, the painter. His meeting with Husin Nanang and the situation in Ampenan City leads Nuruda on a transformation from tourist to social activist, fighting to protect the rights and promote the interests of marginal groups. Nuruda's struggle is ultimately unsuccessful, and he is killed in a hit-and-run. The Lombok in this novel is part of the discourse from the 2000s and 2010s, a period that was dominated by the economization of Lombok. The novel Medulla Sinculasis may be seen as part of this dominant discourse, thus having the economization of Lombok as part of its agenda.
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INTRODUCTION

Lombok, Indonesia, has been constructed through three discourses: tradition, Islam, and modernity (Satrya HD, 2018a). These three discourses are present in the humanities, particularly in anthropological, Islamic, and literary studies in Lombok. These three discourses have been contested in the signification of Lombok. In the 1990s and 2000s, the discourse of tradition was dominant in Lombok's understanding; Islamic and modern discourses, thus, remained marginal. In the 2010s, discourses of Islam and modernity have influenced the signification of Lombok. The local government initiated several book publication projects through its language development and guidance agency, emphasizing tradition by referring to ancient manuscripts as the sources of Lombok cultural values (Mintosih, Lestariningsih, & Herliswani, 1999).

Meanwhile, the department of education and culture published a book on Sasak etiquette, seeking to preserve ancestral values, traditions, and customs (May et al., 1989). The department of Education and
Culture (1988) also published a history book in 1988, titled Sejarah Nusa Tenggara Barat (History of West Nusa Tenggara), which understood Lombok within the context of Javanese constructs (Depdikbud, 1988). The name “Lombok” is mentioned within the Ngarakertagama, and — according to Dr. R Goris — the term Sasak itself is derived from a Sanskrit word that means “one who leaves one’s origin,” i.e., referring to Javanese people who traveled to Lombok (Depdikbud, 1988).

Into the 2000s, the traditional discourse remained strong. It continued until Lukman published his book Tata Budaya Adat Sasak (The Culture and Tradition of the Sasak). In this book, Lukman (2006) presented a further discourse on the Sasak people's traditions and customs, including wedding ceremonies. Lukman (2008) understood Lombok within the context of European discourse. He writes that Lombok means rechts, straight, and links this to discipline in paying taxes (Fauzan, 2013).

In the 2000s, the discourses of Islam and modernity became increasingly influential. As discourse regarding (orthodox) Islam gained power, the tradition discourse and practitioners of traditional Islam, also known as the wetu telu, were increasingly marginalized (Budiwanti, 2000). Asnawi (2005) discussed syncretism within Islamization, while Zaelani (2007) identified pantheism as the theology of the wetu telu. Syakur (2006), meanwhile, argued that the Sasak people had been influenced by Islamic teachings, including aqidah (creed), Syariah (law), muamalah (social interactions), and akhlak (character). Islamic discourses, which had been previously limited to education (such as in Islamic boarding schools), were spread through an ethical policy. Hunter (2004), meanwhile, identified Islam as part of the modern Sasak identity.

Zulkarnain (2009) writes that the election of Tuan Guru Bajang, an Islamic scholar, as the Governor of West Nusa Tenggara for two periods (2008–2018) gave significant space for orthodox Muslims (wetu lima) to shape the Sasak Islamic identity. At the same time, he was designing the Visit Lombok Sumbawa (VLS) program to promote tourism in West Nusa Tenggara (Mubarok, 2009). Tuan Guru Bajang initiated the construction of an Islamic Centre as an icon of the province (Mubarok, 2009). In this context, the novel Medulla Sinclusasis contributed to the VLS discourse through its presentation of Lombok as a tourism destination.

This article sees the position of the novel in the contestation of discourse. The novel becomes part of that discourse. This article further explores the relationship between the ethnic Indonesian literature and tourism. To find the relationship between both, this article used the representation theory of Stuart Hall (1997). This theory assumes that the novel is a production of meaning through language (Hall, 1997). The concept of language in Hall does not refer to Saussure's concept of language, but Barthes' concept regarding the myth, which is at a certain level, can be an ideology. The concept of language is related to the broader concept of language, namely discourse. Hall combines the semiotic approach and discursive approach to find the meaning and the source of meaning. Lombok's meaning in Medulla Sinclusasis can only be found using the analysis of semiotic and the source of meaning combined with discursive analysis. The theory of Stuart Hall is used to find the relationship of Indonesian ethnic literature with tourism. Using Hall's theory, this article combines two fields of study that are rarely explored by the researchers of Indonesian literature (ethnic). In that context, this article is essential to be observed, especially its contribution.

The theory of Stuart Hall implies the combination of the semiotic and discursive method. The semiotic analysis is conducted to find Lombok's meaning in the novel Medulla Sinclusasis; meanwhile, the discursive analysis is conducted to find the source of meaning. Meaning is the sign itself. It is the politeness between the marker and another marker, whether in the level of connotation. The sign in the level of denotation serves as the data. The statement regarding Lombok produced by the book or other scientific works is deemed as the discursive data. The signs in the novel Medulla Sinclusasis, including the events, are connected to the discourse novel. The sign in the novel refers to the meaning of Lombok as a tourism object. The meaning is produced by the discourse of tourism in Lombok. The discourse is the dominant discourse in the reformation era. The discourse forms the subject of the governor of West Nusa Tenggara, Indonesia.
The discourse of Lombok as a tourism object is the discourse appearing in the colonization era.

**ETHNICITY DISCOURSE IN LITERATURE**

Ethnicity discourse in literature is rooted in ethnic minority groups' desire to express their own identities within the national literature (Sesnic, 2007). Traditional themes, for example, have coloured the works of Japanese-American, Chinese-American, and Indian-American authors (Bear et al., 1987). Oliver (1991) has argued that such writings are part of an effort to resist Anglo-Americans' attempts to homogenize American literature. Writers from ethnic minorities are only rarely represented in the literary canon (Gilman, 1998).

Sesnic (2007) has examined the rise of minority authors and their explorations of their ethnic identities in the United States. This process has been marked by twin discourses of mourning and melancholy in American literature (Sesnic, 2007), used to construct ethnic identity. Ramachandran and Hashim (2014) have shown how literary writing can reflect ethnic ideologies and ethnicities.

Ethnicity can only be represented through literature. If literature is assumed to be a discourse, then—in the context of ethnicity—literature constructs a specific ethnic identity. This construction of ethnicity, of course, is the construction of the self by the independent subject. Efforts to assert oneself as a subject are undertaken to reject the self's monolithic constructions within specific places and times. In the United States, it is the Anglo-American identity challenged by ethnic minorities such as Chinese Americans, Japanese Americans, and Indian Americans. In Britain, meanwhile, British Blacks have attempted to find their voice (Fernandez, 2009). It is in this context that Satrya (2018a) has examined ethnicity within contemporary Indonesian literature.

**ETHNICITY WITHIN INDONESIAN LITERATURE**

An awareness of ethnicity has emerged within Indonesian literature. Soedjijiono (2009), for example, examined Pengakuan Pariyem (Pariyem’s Confession), Pasar (Market), Para Priyayi (The Noblemen), and Ibu Sinder (Mrs. Sinder) as novels that are characterized by local wisdom. Subardini (2011) examined the presentation of Balinese culture in Indonesian literature through Oka Rusmini’s oeuvre. Suroso (2011), meanwhile, studied Burung-Burung Manyar (The Vultures), Canting (Wax Pipe), Para Priyayi (The Noblemen), Pasar (Market), Bekisar Merah (Red Rooster), Tirai Menurun (The Curtain Falls), and Perempuan Yogya (Women of Yogya) as novels colored by Javanese cultural influences, while Wildan (2013) revealed the Acehnese local wisdom in the novel Seulosoh. Suwignyo (2013) studied Javanese cultural elements present in modern Indonesian poetry, identifying elements such as aja dumeh (be humble), manunggaling kawula gusti (unity of humanity and god), keeping promises, and self-sacrifice (Suwignyo, 2013). Hardiningtyas (2015) examined Bumi Manusia (This Earth of Mankind) as a representation of feudal Javanese culture, which is opposed within the novel by the humanist character Minke (Hardiningtyas, 2015). Wijanarti (2015) described how women with the title nyai are represented in the folktales of Central Kalimantan, arguing that this title is granted to women of great intelligence. Kurnia (2015) revealed the Malay discourses evident in the novels of Andrea Hirata, while Putri (2016) sought an understanding of the Dayak people as presented within the novel Api Awan Asap (Fire Cloud Smoke). Ethnicity, thus, may be seen as typical in Indonesian literature.

The use of ethnicity to underscore regional contributions to Indonesian literature and enrich its oeuvre has been studied by Putra (2017; 2011) in Bali and Satrya (2018a) in Lombok. Putra (2017; 2011) focused on Balinese writers’ contributions to the constellation of Indonesian literature through such mass media as Bali Adhnana, Surya Kanta, Bhawanegara, and Djatajoe. Similarly, Satrya (2018a) looked at ethnicity as an issue of representation, examining how ethnicity is understood and what leads to its expression. Within Lombok’s context, Satrya (2018a) showed a shift in the representation of Lombok, from feudalism and capitalism to romanticism. Satrya (2018b) also examined the emergence of ethnic poetry in Lombok, taking as his case Kiki Sulito’s expression of Sasak identity within Indonesian literature.

The studies of ethnicity within Indonesian literature mentioned above have
different points of emphasis—first, ethnicity at the textual level, and second, ethnicity at the social level. The first is linked to literature itself, while the second invokes elements outside the literary work. Within the novel Medulla Sinclusalis, ethnicity may be seen from the second perspective, within the regime of representation that dominated Lombok in the 2000s. In Medulla Sinclusalis, ethnicity is related to Lombok’s position as a tourism destination; it is part of economizing Lombok (Satriya HD, 2018a).

**LOMBOK AS A TOURISM DESTINATION**
**From Europe to Lombok**

The novel Medulla Sinclusalis presents Lombok’s construction as a tourism destination, one that was constructed by Europeans. In this novel, Lombok is promoted as a tourism destination by Europeans in Lombok. For example, Johanna traveled to Lombok when her honeymoon and brought home the painting Medulla Sinclusalis as a souvenir. This painting was sold for 300 Euros at a charity event, which was attended by Nuruda. Seeing the painting drew Nuruda’s interest in travelling to Lombok.

Nuruda witnessed the auction of the painting while on a trip to the Netherlands, more specifically while visiting the Van Gogh Museum. His visit to the museum and his interest in the painting reminded him of Lombok, where his father was born (Iben, 2011, p. 51). A hit event, which was attended by Nuruda, seeing the painting drew Nuruda’s interest in travelling to Lombok.

The novel puts Netherland as the opposition of Lombok. Netherland sees Lombok as a beautiful and escaping place. Senggigi beaches are the first destination after arriving in Lombok. However, Senggigi is not the leading destination; instead, Ampenan, the home of a painter, Husin Nanang. His success in meeting Husin Nanang is the success of knowing the background of medulla sinclusalis painting. His childhood friend inspires that painting with a bent body (Iben, 2011, p. 51). The next destination is Ampenan, the city where Husin Nanang is from.

Nuruda’s meetings with Husin led him to transform himself from a simple tourist and seeker of knowledge into an activist, the instigator of a social movement. Nuruda initiates a social movement with a group of artists and local residents (Iben, 2011, p. 78). Their first step is to open an art gallery (Iben, 2011, p. 85); thus, art is used as a social mobilization tool.

This movement, however, was not long-lived. Nuruda was accused of embezzling the financial support they received from some NGOs. He failed to sustain the movement, instead of fleeing to Sembalun, a very traditional region in the shadow of a mountain. There, Nuruda learned about environmental management and conservation. After returning from Sembalun, he attempted to revive his movement. However, many of his opponents—particularly at a place where he had once worked—decided to remove Nuruda. As a result of this conspiracy, Nuruda was killed in a hit-and-run accident, dying nameless in the street (Iben, 2011, pp. 306-307).

**Art Discourses in Medulla Sinclusalis**

In the novel, the painting Medulla Sinclusalis was not named by Husin Nanang but rather Johanna. Husin Nanang painted the work before selling it to Johanna when she traveled to Lombok with her husband. When Johanna acquired the painting, Husin had yet to

From Tourist to Social Activist
give it a title; as such, Johanna referred to medical science and named the painting *Medulla Sinculasis*. As such, Lombok became understood through medical discourse and health discourse. The Latin term *medulla sinculasis* refers to a tumor that grows along the spinal cord (*medulla spinalis*), implying that the hunchbacked boy was suffering from such a tumor. Nuruda considered this painting beautiful, and as such, its aesthetic qualities were dictated by Nuruda's perceptions. Looking at the painting, Nuruda was reminded of the work of Edvard Munch. Did the beauty of *Medulla Sinculasis* lie in the subject's deformity?

Ruth berhenti di depan lukisan yang belum jadi itu. Ia begitu terpana dengan lukisan seorang laki-laki bongkok yang sedang tersenyum dengan kemaluan menjuntai. Ia tersenyum sendiri dan memanggil suaminya, sementara yang dipanggil diam tak menyahut. Entah tidak dengar atau hanya pura-pura saja. "Tumor pada medulla spinalis," katanya lirih, seperti berkata pada dirinya sendiri. Sebab tak ada seorangpun didekatnya. Di negerinya ia berprofesi sebagai seorang perawat. Sebelumnya ia bergabung dengan unit medical centre di Rotterdam, ia seorang perawat pribadi seorang penderita tumor medulla spinalis di kota asalnya, Amsterdam (Ruth stopped in front of the unfinished painting. She was stricken by the young boy, a smiling hunchbacked figure whose genitals were dangling. She smiled to herself and called her husband... the one she was calling remained silent, either not having heard or pretending not to have heard. "A tumour on the medulla spinalis," she said softly, as if to herself. For there was nobody near her. In her country, she worked as a nurse. Before joining the medical centre in Rotterdam, she had been the personal nurse to someone suffering from such a tumour in her hometown, Amsterdam) (Iben, 2011, p. 32).

**THE NOVEL AS PART OF TOURISM DISCOURSE**

This novel begins with Nuruda undertaking a business trip to Europe, attending a meeting to discuss current socio-political conditions. However, its narrative does not focus on this meeting, but rather on Nuruda's visit to a family member in the Netherlands and subsequent trip to the Van Gogh Museum, where he finds an auction intended to raise funds for assisting disaster recovery efforts in Indonesia. The painting *Medulla Sinculasis* is auctioned for 300 euros. Thus, this part of the novel invites readers to consider Europe's involvement in world affairs, including in disaster assistance. It shows that Europe has contributed significant aid to disaster victims in Indonesia, including through the sale of paintings.

The painting *Medulla Sinculasis* is sold while Nuruda is visiting the museum. This painting reminds Nuruda of the city where his grandfather was born—Ampenan, Lombok—and pushes him to travel to the island. His first destinations in Lombok are those locations marked on his tourist map, including Senggigi, Ampenan, Sembalun, and Mataram City parks. Nuruda obtained his knowledge about Lombok from the tourist map and brochures. The narrator, meanwhile, approaches Lombok from a scientific perspective, relying on statistical data.

Johanna called this painting *Medulla Sinculasis* because it reminded her of a patient in her homeland. Johanna had been the personal nurse to that person. Johanna and Nuruda both recognized the painting as aesthetic. However, Johanna's view was rooted in her own experiences as a nurse, while Nuruda examined its aesthetic value based on his love of art.

In this case, the experiences of a nurse influenced the discourse around the painting. As such, Lombok's discourse was one of medicine, of health, and as such one that perceived abnormality as a disease. The boy depicted in the painting was abnormal. However, for Nuruda, the boy in the painting symbolized a people who judged everything through their physical and material characteristics (Iben, 2011, p. 32).
Nuruda remembered many such statements, as they decorated the pages of all proposals, be they filed by the government or by NGOs (Iben, 2011, p. 38).

It presents a specific and scientific understanding of Lombok. It presents Lombok in numbers, i.e., the number of migrant workers. Tourism in Lombok is framed similarly.


"Seperti pulau ini, sebagian besar tanah dan cottage-cottage ini milik orang asing. Penduduk lokal hanya jadi pekerja sebagai tukang sampah atau penjaga villa. Padahal dahulu merekalah pemiliknya. Fenomena itu hampir merata di seluruh pulau Lombok. Bahkan banyak tanah-tanah yang dibiarkan kosong. Pemiliknya entah siapa atau di mana. Sebagian memang dimanfaatkan penduduk untuk bercocok tanam. Tapi sebagian besar lainnya dibiarkan melompong." Lanjutnya ("Like this island... most of the land and cottages belong to foreigners. The locals are only workers, maybe garbagemen or watchmen. Even though they were the owners before. This is a phenomenon that can be found throughout much of Lombok. A lot of land is just left empty, its owner unclear. Some of it is used for crops, but much of it is left fallow," he continued.) (Iben, 2011, pp. 125–126).

"Saya juga tidak pernah tahu, siapa yang diuntungkan dari bisnis pariwisata ini. Pemerintah daerah? Nyatanya PAD mereka masih terendah di Indonesia. Tidak signifikan. Kalau dikatakan pariwisata sepi, memang begitu tipikal pariwisata Lombok. Hanya turis kaya yang mampu menyeberang ke Lombok. Mereka umumnya sudah jenuh dengan Bali karena terlalu padat dan ramai. Mereka pun meningkir ke Lombok. Makanya banyak hotel dan villa yang justru berada di tempat tersembunyi. Menurut cerita temanku yang manajer sebuah hotel di pantai Sire, bulan lalu Deputi Menteri Keuangan Inggris sempat datang kemari. Nginap di villanya. Ia dan manajer lainnya bahkan tidak pernah tahu siapa tamunya, sampai paparazzi yang menyewa helikopter itu terbang riuh mengambil gambar. Media internasional heboh, karena sang Deputi itu sedang telanjang ria sama teman gaynya," kata Nuruda ("I've never really known who really benefits from tourism. The regional government? Regional revenues were the lowest in Indonesia. Insignificant. Tourism is limited... that's how things are in Lombok. Only the wealthy tourists can afford to cross over to Lombok. They are generally tired of Bali, with its crowds and its hustle and bustle. They instead choose Lombok And that's why many of the hotels and villas are in hidden areas. According to one of my friends, the manager of a hotel on Sire Beach, last month the English Deputy Minister of Finance came, stayed at the villa. He and the other managers didn't know who their
guest was, at least until the paparazzi rented a helicopter and made a commotion. Soon the international media was abuzz with news that the Deputy Minister had been spotted naked with his gay friend,” said Nuruda) (Iben, 2011, p. 127).

The novel’s tourism narrative centers on the dialog between Nuruda and his girlfriend in Jakarta, Vandesa. Through Nuruda, the narrator discusses the issues related to tourism in Lombok, including land disputes and the people who benefit from tourism. Nuruda does not know the entire story of tourism in Lombok. His knowledge of tourism on the island is obtained not through interactions with Lombok people but rather with outsiders. He deals with hotel managers, not the everyday people who are the victims of tourism development. Nuruda’s limited knowledge indicates that his narrative is presented through an outsider’s perspective, not one from Lombok itself. The narrator attempts to present the common destinations and locations in Mataram through the character of Tegar, the boy who inspired Husin Nanang to paint Medulla Sinculasis.

Sampai di depan lapangan Sangkareang, ia duduk sebentar di trotoar (When he arrived in front of the Sangkareang field, hesat for a bit on the sidewalk) (Iben, 2011, p. 145).

Ia kemudian menyebrangi perempatan gubernur dan berhenti untuk rebahan di atas patung buaya yang kepalanya tertanam di lubang saluran air yang terletak di samping pos polisi itu (He then crossed at the governor’s office and stopped to rest on the statue of the crocodile, which had its head stuck in the waterway near the police post) (Iben, 2011, p. 145).

Jarak kurang lebih 2 km, Tegar sampai di perempatan Sweta. Di perempatan itu ia memandang beberapa monumen replika Upakarti, penghargaan tertinggi yang diberikan presiden untuk gubernur atau walikota atau bupati untuk keberhasilannya membina ekonomi rakyat (The distance was about 2 kilometres, from Tegar to the Sweta intersection. There he saw a replica of the Upkarti monument, the greatest recognition the president could give a governor, mayor, or regent for their contributions to economic development) (Iben, 2011, p. 156).

Arah Timur perempatan itu menuju seluruh pulau Lombok, menyebrang ke pulau Sumbawa sampai Timor Leste. Ke arah Utara menuju Selagalas, lalu orang bisa ke Lombok Utara, berendam dan berenang sepucasnya di Gili Tramen (East from that intersection, one could go through all of Lombok, or cross over to Sumbawa and even East Timor. To the north to Selagalas, and then North Lombok, where one could soak and swim at Gili Tramen) (Iben, 2011, p. 157).

This narrative of tourist attractions in Lombok is narrated through Tegar. This narrative introduces readers to the different locations in Mataram City, including Ampenan, where Tegar was born and raised, and where Nuruda lived and mobilized his social movement through art.

THE TOURISM DISCOURSE IN LOMBOK

The Dutch government constructed Lombok as a tourism area in the 1900s (Illustrated Tourist Guide to East Java, Bali and Lombok, 1914). However, the Lombok Government started it in the 2000s (Mubarok, 2009).

Murianto (2014), Kanom (2015), Sriwi (2016), Yudarta (2016), and Trisnawati (2016) have all constructed Lombok as an island that has considerable potential to attract tourists and develop a tourism sector. Murianto (2014), in his study of tourist attractions and public perceptions in Central Lombok, focused on ecotourism, highlighting such waterfalls as Stokel, Benang Kelambu, and Kelewon. He noted that public perceptions of tourism have been both positive and negative. Kanom (2015), meanwhile, developed a conservation strategy that underscored the importance of increasing public awareness of the need to maintain a clean and comfortable environment, recognize cultural attractions, better the
quality of socio-cultural life, increase promotions through print and electronic media, improve human resources, and ensure public participation in maintaining security. Sriwi (2016) offered a strategy for optimizing the use of Kuta Beach, Central Lombok, namely increasing the number of tourist attractions, improving security and comfort, and improving human resources (Sriwi et al., 2016). Meanwhile, distinguishing himself from the environmental approaches of Murianto, Kanom, and Sriwi, Yudarta (2016) emphasized the artistic potential of Lombok, offering a multicultural performance art package that combined Sasak and Balinese art. Finally, Trisnawati (2016) offered a cross-cultural collaboration in performance art to increase Mataram's tourism potential.

Efforts to increase tourism in Lombok have also dealt with security concerns. For example, Khalik (2014) focused on increasing tourists’ comfort and safety to Kuta Beach, Lombok. According to Khalik (2014), the local community’s participation in promoting the safety and tourism of tourists remains limited. It has negatively affected the number of tourists visiting the beach.

Zainuri and Zanuar have conducted a further examination of tourism in Lombok. Zainuri et al. (2016) highlighted the potential of diverse local cuisines in increasing tourism in Lombok. According to Zainuri et al. (2016), local food sales reached Rp 248 billion in 2014. Meanwhile, Zanuar (2017) examined trends among couples visiting Gili Trawangan, finding that they were predominantly Europeans between 25 and 44.

Research into tourism in Lombok has been complemented by efforts to increase regional income from the tourism sector in what may be termed Lombok’s economization. This economization of Lombok has been revealed by Satrya (2018a) by analyzing the discourses in the novel Ketika Cinta Tak Mau Pergi (When Love Will not Go). Lombok’s economization has included the development of ecotourism, culinary tourism, and cultural tourism, which has necessitated the expansion of natural tourist attractions, management of foodstuffs, and administration of arts programs. It has all been done in the name of increasing regional income. Meanwhile, the economic discourse in the novel Ketika Cinta Tak Mau Pergi may be categorized as the economization of Lombok through factory construction and expansion (Satrya HD, 2018a). In developing the tourism sector, Lombok has experienced capitalization (Karim, 2008), with many foreign concerns investing their capital in tourism attractions such as Senggigi (Karim, 2008). According to Karim (2008, p. 95), “since 1989, Senggigi has become an arena for the contestations of major investors and … this has characterised the development of tourism in Senggigi.”

CONCLUSION

Europe, Netherland, has constructed the discourse of Lombok as a tourism attraction. In the novel Medulla Sinculasis, the character Johanna went on a honeymoon to Lombok and purchased a painting called Medulla Sinculasis. This painting, which Nuruda saw on auction at the Vincent Van Gogh Museum, led him to travel to Lombok. There, he transformed from a tourist into a social activist. He was no longer a mere visitor. His travels from Europe to Lombok were part of a discursive movement, as the painting Medulla Sinculasis—more specifically, its construction of Lombok—drew Nuruda’s interest. He traveled to Lombok as a tourist and met Husin Nanang, the artist who painted Medulla Sinculasis. This meeting inspired him to become an activist, fighting to protect Ampenan’s marginal people’s rights through art. However, Nuruda’s movement failed. Unknowingly, Nuruda entered the world of Tegar, the subject of and inspiration for the painting. Nuruda judged Medulla Sinculasis based not on his own experiences with Tegar, but rather his experiences as an art lover. It distinguished him from Johanna, a nurse who had once treated a patient who suffered from medulla sinalcis and referred to this experience in giving the painting its title. It is the discourse behind the painting that ultimately brought Nuruda to Lombok.

The novel Medulla Sinculasis is presented as a tourist guide to Lombok. The narrative begins with Nuruda’s business trip to Europe, during which he visited the Van Gogh Museum and saw the painting Medulla Sinculasis. Nuruda became interested in travelling to Lombok after seeing the painting and did so with little but his tourist map. As such, the narrative of Nuruda’s experiences in Lombok provides a guideline of sorts for
tourists visiting Mataram. Such a tourism narrative is presented primarily through dialogue between Nuruda and Vandesa. In the novel, the narrator presents tourism in Lombok from an outside perspective, rather than a local one, and lacks detail in his presentation of the island’s tourist attractions. Lombok’s construction as a tourist destination is the discursive construction of Lombok’s economization, as tourism in Lombok has experienced capitalization (Karim, 2008). As such, the novel Medulla Sinculasis is part of the tourism discourse in Lombok. As part of this discourse, the novel Medulla Sinculasis attempts to attract readers to the island. It may thus be seen as being part of the economization of Lombok, the capitalization of Lombok.
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